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Abstract—In blockchain-based anonymous cryptocurrencies,
due to their tamper-resistance and transparency characteristics,
transaction data are initially required to be anonymous, with
the help of various cryptographic techniques, e.g., commitment
schemes and zero-knowledge proofs. Also, cryptocurrencies are
different from existing anonymous messaging protocols regarding
the software architecture and the underlying security model. Due
to these differences, the sense of anonymity must be specifically
defined for anonymous cryptocurrencies, and the anonymity in
each anonymous cryptocurrency must be analyzed and evaluated
based on the specific architecture model.
In this paper, we first propose a specific architecture model
with three software layers to anonymous cryptocurrencies. Next,
we introduce definitions of fundamental privacy properties (Pfitzmann’s anonymity, unlinkability, and pseudonymity) and comprehensively analyze each privacy property for each architecture
layer of anonymous cryptocurrencies to establish a privacy
evaluation policy for anonymous cryptocurrencies. Finally, we
fairly compare the privacy of current leading anonymous cryptocurrencies (e.g., Zerocash, CryptoNote, and Mimblewimble)
using the privacy evaluation policy.
Index Terms—cryptocurrency, anonymity, unlinkability,
pseudonymity, secret-sharing layer

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Background
Since blockchain-based technologies usually involve trustless security models, it is essential to consider privacy. Particularly in Bitcoin [1], quite a few privacy concerns due to
its transparency of the transaction details on the public ledger
have been highlighted. For example, an attacker attempts to
infer from the transaction graph that two or more seemingly
unrelated Bitcoin addresses belong to a Bitcoin user (address
linking attack) [2]. On the other hand, another attacker attempts to link Bitcoin users with their real-world user identities
from the indirect behavior of the Bitcoin transactions (deanonymization) [3].
However, privacy-enhancing techniques for blockchainbased anonymous cryptocurrencies (after this referred to as
“anonymous cryptocurrencies”) have not been sufficiently
compared and analyzed so far because anonymous cryptocurrencies are relatively recent and unique transaction systems.
Unlike the transaction data accumulated in-house, where the
data are first collected and protected in each company and can
be disclosed to other companies for data analysis, transaction

data on a blockchain are assumed to be shared by even
malicious users from the beginning. In the case of in-house
databases, the data are typically assumed to be modified
with generalization, suppression, or substitution techniques,
including local and global recoding [4] and microaggregation
[5], to achieve anonymity when disclosed. And these techniques can be evaluated based on specific privacy criteria
such as k-anonymity [6] [7] or l-diversity [8]. In the case
of blockchain-based transaction methods, however, from the
characteristics of tamper-resistance and transparency, the data
are initially required to be anonymous, with the help of
cryptographic techniques such as commitment schemes and
zero-knowledge proofs. Therefore, it is unusual for anonymous
cryptocurrencies to benefit from such modification techniques
that can be applied to in-house databases.
Moreover, while most anonymous messaging protocols [9]
are also initially anonymous, the underlying security model for
anonymous cryptocurrencies is different. Besides, the software
architecture of anonymous cryptocurrencies is more complicated than that of anonymous messaging protocols. Due to
these differences, the sense of anonymity in anonymous cryptocurrencies must be specifically analyzed, and the anonymity
in each anonymous cryptocurrency must be evaluated based
on the analysis.
To analyze and formalize the anonymity in anonymous
cryptocurrencies, we also have to use supplemental measures
of anonymity. For example, Wu [10] advocates that
anonymity = pseudonymity + unlinkability,

(1)

referring to Narayanan’s study [11]. Although this formula is
intuitively correct, the logical relations between each of the
measures, e.g., one is a necessary or sufficient condition of
another, are not evident from the old works in the field of
anonymous cryptocurrency.
In this paper, we first propose an architecture model for
anonymous cryptocurrency with three software layers (Section II). Next, we introduce the definitions of fundamental
privacy properties (Pfitzmann’s anonymity, unlinkability, and
pseudonymity) (Section III), and comprehensively analyze
each privacy property for each architecture layer in anonymous
cryptocurrencies that we defined in this paper (Section IV).
In this analysis, we propose four linkability attack models

Anonymous cryptocurrency
(e.g., Zerocash, Mimblewimble)

(SLLA, TLLA, RCCLA, SCCLA), with which we cover most
of the privacy vulnerabilities in anonymous cryptocurrencies.
B. Related Works
Androulaki et al. [12] proposed a progressive definition of
“address unlinkability” in Bitcoin and a way to quantify it.
However, our main interest is the software architecture of
anonymous cryptocurrency, including a secret-sharing model
between a sender and a recipient that makes privacy analysis
complicated or items of interest (IOIs) of anonymous cryptocurrency that can suffer from privacy attacks. Therefore, both
do not conflict.
Although academic researchers in the field of anonymous
cryptocurrencies have already noticed that unlinkability is
highly essential, the definition of unlinkability depends on the
researchers, which makes it difficult for us to understand the
exact meaning of unlinkability and the relationship between
anonymity and unlinkability, etc. For example, the author
of CryptoNote [13] defined unlinkability as “for any two
outgoing transactions it is impossible to prove they were sent
to the same person”, which meant only a specific aspect of
Pfitzmann’s unlinkability [14]. In contrast, the authors of Zerocash [15] introduced another privacy property called ‘ledger
indistinguishability,’ which enhances more robust privacy than
unlinkability. Therefore, Zerocash implicitly achieves unlinkability without using the word ‘unlinkability.’
No one opposes that [16] is one of the great surveys of
blockchain technology. However, since only a few pages can
be spared for the topic of privacy, the discussion of unlinkability is not sufficient. [17] is also an excellent survey, but the
criteria for evaluating unlinkability are not so elaborated and
fairly applied to each anonymous cryptocurrency. As a result,
in all the cases of Zerocash, CryptoNote, and Mimblewimble,
the level of unlinkability is “Moderately High”, which does
not help anything for us after all.
II. A RCHITECTURE M ODEL FOR A NONYMOUS
C RYPTOCURRENCY
In the case of Bitcoin, which is always transparent like other
non-anonymous cryptocurrencies, all the transaction information is disclosed to anyone. Therefore, a sender does not know
about the ledger state more than other users can know at all.
On the other hand, usually in the case of anonymous cryptocurrencies, only the sender and its corresponding recipient
know about the sent coins. Conversely, if other users could
accidentally share anything about the coins with the sender
and recipient for some reason, it would never be an excellent
anonymous cryptocurrency.
Figure 1 depicts a general software architecture of anonymous cryptocurrency. We introduce a software model for
anonymous cryptocurrency that comprises transport layer
(Layer-0), ledger layer (Layer-1), and secret-sharing layer
(Layer-2). As shown in [18], blockchain applications with
three layers is not unusual. Although Layer-2 usually means
payment-channel protocols, however, calling the secret-sharing
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layer in anonymous cryptocurrencies ‘Layer-2’ is our novel
viewpoint.
From the viewpoint of data repository, an anonymous
cryptocurrencies generally depend on each user’s local secure
database (usually called ‘wallet’) to allow the sender and
recipient to share some secret of sent coins, whereas nonanonymous cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin only use their
distributed ledger (usually called ‘blockchain’).
III. D EFINITIONS OF F UNDAMENTAL P RIVACY
P ROPERTIES
In this section, we introduce the definitions of fundamental
privacy properties (Pfitzmann’s anonymity, unlinkability, and
pseudonymity) [14].
A. Anonymity
Pfitzmann defines anonymity in a highly general fashion
for researchers who are engaged in any information and
communication systems to analyze privacy concerns.
Definition 1 (Pfitzmann’s Anonymity): Anonymity of a subject from an attacker’s perspective means that the attacker
cannot sufficiently identify the subject within a set of subjects,
the anonymity set.
First, Pfitzmann’s privacy properties are defined using the
abstract words of entities, such as ‘subjects’ (senders) ‘execute
actions’ (send using a communication network) ‘on objects’
(messages) to ‘subjects’ (recipients), as depicted in Figure 2.

Second, the ‘anonymity set’ is a set of all possible subjects
among which the subject is identified. Regarding senders in a
messaging protocol, for example, the anonymity set consists
of the subjects that could send a message. Since anonymity
sets could differ over time, a sender can only be anonymous
within a set of potential senders at each time, which may be a
subset of worldwide all subjects that can send a message from
time to time.
Third, the word “sufficiently” makes it possible for people
to quantify the anonymity.
Forth, note that each statement is made from the perspective
of an attacker who may be interested in monitoring what kind
of communication is ongoing, or what kind of messages are
communicated.
Finally, we will mention the capabilities of an attacker
against anonymity.
• An attacker against anonymity does not forget anything
if they are once informed. Therefore, the anonymity set
can never increase.
• An attacker against anonymity can manipulate the communication message if they need to.
• An attacker against anonymity can be an outsider tapping
communication lines, while they can also be an insider
capable of engaging in regular communications.
Finally, by comparing it with Common Criteria’s definition
of anonymity [19], we can find other advantages of Pfitzmann’s definition.
Definition 2 (Common Criteria’s Anonymity): This family
(the functional family of anonymity) ensures that a user may
use a resource or service without disclosing the user’s identity.
The requirements for anonymity provide protection of the
user identity. Anonymity is not intended to protect the subject
identity. [...] Anonymity, requires that other users or subjects
are unable to determine the identity of a user bound to a subject
or operation.
In the case of Common Criteria, the definition of “identity”
seems independent of the definition of anonymity; therefore,
we are required to define “identity” using, e.g., personally
identifiable information (PII) [20], to complete the definition
of anonymity. In Pfitzmann’s definition, on the other hand, the
sense of “identify the subject” can be shown by defining the
specific cases of anonymity defined in III-C1.
B. Unlinkability
Pfitzmann defines unlinkability as indistinguishability of
items of interest (IOIs).
Definition 3 (Pfitzmann’s Unlinkability): Unlinkability of
two or more items of interest (IOIs, e.g., subjects, messages,
actions, ...) from an attacker’s perspective means that within
the system (comprising these and possibly other items), the
attacker cannot sufficiently distinguish whether these IOIs are
related or not.
One of the differences between the definitions of anonymity
and unlinkability is that anonymity is applied to a single entity,
while unlinkability is applied to multiple entities. Another

is that anonymity can only be applied to a subject, while
unlinkability can be applied to any entity.
We can intuitively understand Definition 3 by citing another
part from the Pfitzmann’s paper [14].
In a scenario with at least two senders (a sender
anonymity set), two messages sent by subjects
within the same anonymity set are unlinkable for
an attacker if, for him, the probability that these two
messages are sent by the same sender is sufficiently
close to 1/(the number of senders).
Figure 3 illustrates the claim in this citation (we call this
scenario “message unlinkability”).
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The indistinguishability in Definition 3 is expressed in more
accessible terms such as “not sent by the same sender.” This
expression suggests how to apply the definition to real-world
privacy problems.
We can extend the scenario to the case of more than two
messages, where total unlinkability is achieved if and only
if any two of the messages achieve a primitive unlinkability.
Moreover, we can apply the definition of unlinkability to
different IOIs, e.g., a sender and recipient, by the medium
of another IOI, e.g., a message.
To easily extend the application of unlinkability, the following theorems we found are convenient (Unlinkability is a
partial equivalence relation).
Theorem 1: The relation of unlinkability between two sets
of IOIs is symmetric.
Proof 1: Let A be an IOI set, where the number of
elements is nA , and eA ∈ A (B, nB , eB , etc. are similarly
defined). If B achieves unlinkability by the medium of A,
then the probability that a randomly picked-up element in
B is eB and the associated element in A with eB is eA is
1/nA nB . Hence, the probability of eB under the condition
of eA is (1/nA nB )/(1/nA ) = 1/nB . Therefore, A achieves
unlinkability by the medium of B.
Theorem 2: The relation of unlinkability between two sets
of IOIs is transitive.
Proof 2: If A achieves unlinkability by the medium of B,
and B achieves unlinkability by the medium of C, then the
probability under the condition that the associated element

in B with ea is eb and the associated element in C with
eb is ec is 1/nb nc . As the probability of eb and that of ec
is independent, the probability under the
Pcondition that the
associated element in C with ea is ec is B 1/nb nc = 1/nc .
Therefore, A achieves unlinkability by the medium of C.
Finally, Pfitzmann defines linkability as an antonym of
unlinkability.
Definition 4 (Pfitzmann’s Linkability): Linkability of two or
more items of interest (IOIs, e.g., subjects, messages, actions,
...) from an attacker’s perspective means that within the system
(comprising these and possibly other items), the attacker can
sufficiently distinguish whether these IOIs are related or not.
C. Relationship between Anonymity and Unlinkability
1) Anonymity in terms of Unlinkability: Pfitzmann defines
the varieties of anonymity in the specific scenario of anonymous messaging protocols.
Definition 5 (Sender Anonymity): Given a message sent
from someone, we call “sender anonymity” as a specific case
of anonymity, in which the possibility, from an attacker’s
perspective, that the message is sent from each sender is 1/(the
number of senders).
Definition 6 (Recipient Anonymity): Given a message sent
to someone, we call “recipient anonymity” as a specific case
of anonymity, in which the possibility, from an attacker’s
perspective, that the message is sent to each recipient is 1/(the
number of recipients).
Definition 7 (Relationship Anonymity): Given a message sent from someone to someone, we call “relationship
anonymity” as a specific case of anonymity, in which the
possibility, from an attacker’s perspective, that the message
is sent from each sender to each recipient is 1/(the number of
sender and recipient pairs).
Note that relationship anonymity can be defined from the
viewpoint of outsiders only, i.e., an attacker being neither a
sender nor a recipient of a message.
2) Equivalency of Sender Anonymity and Message Unlinkability: Given two or more messages and a sender anonymity
set, the message unlinkability defined in III-B is a necessary
and sufficient condition for the sender anonymity defined in
Definition 5 in III-A.
If aα is a probability that the sender of the messages α is Alice (other variables are similarly defined) and that the senders
of both two messages are anonymous (sender anonymity), the
two messages are unlinkable (message unlinkability).
aα = bα = cα = 1/3, aβ = bβ = cβ = 1/3
⇒ aα aβ + bα bβ + cα cβ = 1/3
Inversely, if the two messages are unlinkable (message unlinkability), the senders of both messages are anonymous (sender
anonymity).
aα , bα , cα , aβ , bβ , cβ ≥ 0,
aα + bα + cα = 1, aβ + bβ + cβ = 1,
aα aβ + bα bβ + cα cβ = 1/3
⇒ aα = bα = cα = 1/3, aβ = bβ = cβ = 1/3

Likewise, recipient anonymity and relationship anonymity
can be shown as equivalent to message unlinkability as well.
From the fact that all the cases in which anonymity can be
defined are included in those in which unlinkability can be
defined, unlinkability in all cases is a sufficient condition of
anonymity. Inversely, since unlinkability is not a necessary
condition of anonymity, eliminating unlinkability between
some farther IOIs from the subjects we are interested in does
not necessarily eliminate the anonymity of the subjects.
D. Pseudonymity
Pfitzmann defines pseudonym and pseudonymity in the
following manner.
Definition 8 (Pfitzmann’s Pseudonym): A pseudonym is an
identifier of a subject other than one of the subject’s real
names.
Definition 9 (Pfitzmann’s Pseudonymity): Pseudonymity is
the use of pseudonyms as identifiers.
Pseudonymity is a more general notion of a pseudonym. It is
defined as the process of preparing for the use of pseudonyms,
e.g., by establishing specific rules on how and under which
conditions civil identities of holders of pseudonyms will be
disclosed by so-called identity brokers. An identity broker is
a particular type of certification authority for pseudonyms.
Since anonymity can be described as a particular type of
unlinkability, cf. III-C, the concept of identity broker can be
generalized to a linkability broker.
E. Untraceability
In the research field of cryptocurrencies, “untraceability”
is often used with the same meaning as “unlinkability”. In
particular, untraceability has often been used in papers on ecash systems [21] [22] before the appearance of blockchains
and cryptocurrencies. However, since untraceability is known
as just a particular type of unlinkability, as Wu mentioned
[10], we do not treat untraceability as an independent privacy
property in this paper.
IV. A NALYSIS OF P RIVACY P ROPERTIES IN A NONYMOUS
C RYPTOCURRENCY
In this section, we comprehensively analyze each privacy
property for each architecture layer in anonymous cryptocurrencies that we defined in this paper. In this analysis, we
propose four linkability attack models (SLLA, TLLA, RCCLA, SCCLA), with which we cover most of the privacy
vulnerabilities in anonymous cryptocurrencies.
Since Pfitzmann’s definitions of anonymity and unlinkability
[14] are most general and most comfortable to understand
as far as we know, we adopt it for analyzing anonymous
cryptocurrencies.
However, as cryptocurrencies have specific unique characteristics, anonymity has to be considered differently from
anonymous messaging protocols, which Pfitzmann chooses as
a typical application instance of his theory.
The main difference is the layer of software implementation.
In the case of anonymous messaging protocols, the content
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of each message is handled as just opaque data. In the
case of cryptocurrencies, however, transaction details (e.g.,
the sender of coins, the recipient of coins, and the amount
of each coin) are described in each message that a sender
sends to a recipient. Therefore, privacy attacks in anonymous
cryptocurrencies can be made from each layer of Figure 1,
while anonymous messaging protocols only need to protect
the attacks in a transport layer.
A. Ledger Layer (Layer-1)
1) IOI Model in Layer-1: In the data structure of cryptocurrencies, several attributes, e.g., sender, recipient, coin, amount
of coin, transaction, and confirmation time, can generally
be considered as IOIs, as shown in IOI model in Layer1 of anonymous cryptocurrency (Figure 4). Among them,
only sender and recipient are categorized as subjects, which
are qualified to be argued regarding anonymity. Therefore,
considering the unlinkability of coins by the medium of
senders or recipients is the most critical to achieving sender
or recipient anonymity. If both sender and recipient anonymity
are achieved, we can easily show that relationship anonymity
between the sender and recipient is also achieved (III-C).
On the other hand, if either sender anonymity or recipient
anonymity is not achieved, we have to conclude that coins
are linkable. Therefore, we are required to analyze the unlinkability of other cryptocurrency attributes in the IOI model
to identify to what extent the unlinkability of the anonymous
cryptocurrency is achieved.
2) Pseudonymity: In most anonymous cryptocurrencies,
digital signature schemes based on public-key cryptography
are used so that a coin sender can prove that they are
the correct recipient of each consumed coin. As the public
key is typically a random number, it is conveniently used
as a base of each user’s pseudonym, which is also called
“(cryptocurrency) address,” to enhance its privacy instead of
using an identification number that suggests a particular user’s
PII.
Pseudonymization undoubtedly contributes to the
anonymity in Layer-1 of anonymous cryptocurrencies. As
shown in IOI model in Layer-1 of anonymous cryptocurrency

(Figure 4), any two pseudonyms achieve unlinkability by
the medium of the sender’s PII, and at the same time by
the medium of the recipient’s PII. From the viewpoint of
anonymous cryptocurrencies, it seems that PII management
is conveniently outsourced to the linkability brokers, e.g.,
cryptocurrency exchanges.
However, in reality, pseudonymization is useful only when
the linkability brokers can securely protect the link between
each pseudonym and its corresponding PII. Therefore, whether
anonymity can be achieved in anonymous cryptocurrencies
depends on the conventional cybersecurity techniques that
current linkability brokers are typically using. Moreover, since
blockchain-based anonymous cryptocurrencies are usually designed to be decentralized, depending on the techniques managed by the TPP is inconsistent with the fundamental design
policy of blockchain.
Another concern is the indirect de-anonymization attack
using the transaction graph. As current techniques of analyzing
transaction graphs are highly advanced [23] [3] [12] [24], indirect de-anonymization is still a threat even if the pseudonym is
ideally applied. Therefore, pseudonymization is not a sufficient
condition but just a necessary condition for anonymity. For
anonymous cryptocurrencies to achieve sufficient anonymity,
unlinkability between IOIs is still required.
In the case of Coinshuffle [25] and CryptoNote, the recipient
address is always freshly created for each new transaction
(one-timeness). Owing to the one-time address, the sender and
recipient can keep consumed coin and the newly created coin
unlinkable, which makes indirect de-anonymization attacks
more challenging.
3) Unlinkability: We will define a linkability attack model
in which an attacker tries to obtain any information from a
shared ledger (blockchain). In this attack model, any user can
become an attacker.
Definition 10: Shared Ledger Linkability Attack (SLLA):
An attacker tries to obtain any unknown information about a
victim only from a shared ledger to link with the information
they already have on condition that the attacker cannot send
any coins to or receive any coins from anyone, including the
victim.
Since shared ledgers are exposed to an unspecified large
number of public users, the unlinkability between information
on the ledger is required from the beginning. Therefore,
SLLA-resistance is the most fundamental requirement for
anonymous cryptocurrencies. Most anonymous cryptocurrencies encrypt each information on the shared ledger to achieve
unlinkability.
Regarding coin-to-coin unlinkability, Zerocoin [26] and
Zerocash perfectly achieves it due to its another technical coin
identifier called ‘serial number.’ Although a sender discloses
a coin commitment as a first coin identifier when the sender
sends a coin, the recipient newly declares a serial number as a
substitute coin identifier when the recipient consumes the coin
in the future. Therefore, from the other users’ perspective,
since they can only see seemingly irrelevant two identifiers

regarding the same coin, they cannot link those transactions
and thus coin transfers.
In the case of mixing techniques, e.g., CoinJoin [27] and
Coinshuffle, or a one-time ring signature in CryptoNote, coins
are only shuffled with a predefined number of decoys. This
fact means that if the shuffle is repeated over the multiple
degrees of coin transfer, coin-to-coin unlinkability would be
achieved exponentially with the number of degrees. However,
in the adjacent coin transfer, a link between a sender and a
recipient would be probabilistically guessed by 1/n (n: the
number of decoys).
In the case of Mimblewimble, since the same Pedersen
commitment is used as a coin identifier, coins can always be
linked; that is, anyone can construct a transaction graph.
Regarding coin-to-value unlinkability, it depends on whether
each coin value is encrypted or not.
Regarding coin-to-time unlinkability, which means that attackers cannot know when a sender sends a coin or when
the receiver consumes the coin, it depends on the transaction
management of each anonymous cryptocurrency. However,
since in most of the current anonymous cryptocurrencies the
transaction management is delegated to an unspecified large
number of miners, coin-to-time unlinkability is usually not
achieved.
SLLA-resistance of each cryptocurrency is scrutinized in
Appendix A.
4) Anonymity: As discussed in IV-A2, most of the anonymous cryptocurrencies use a randomized pseudonym. Therefore, both sender and recipient anonymity are achieved at
that point, and there is no way for the privacy attackers to
succeed in direct de-anonymization. Moreover, in the case of
Mimblewimble, since cryptocurrency address itself is not used
(addressless scheme), not to mention pseudonym, it can never
suffer from direct de-anonymization attacks.
On the other hand, the resistance to the indirect deanonymization attacks of an anonymous cryptocurrency is in
the first place affected by its SLLA-resistance discussed in
IV-A3 (the SLLA-resistance in this context focuses only on
coin-to-coin unlinkability). Even if an anonymous cryptocurrency is not SLLA-resistant, e.g., SLLA-unresistant or SLLAprobabilistically-resistant, however, privacy-enhancing address
schemes allow it to achieve better anonymity, because such
schemes make it difficult for indirect de-anonymization attackers to associate someone’s IOI information by the medium of
a single address of them. That is, the condition for anonymous
cryptocurrencies to be resistant to indirect de-anonymization is
at least one of the following unlinkable property or addressing
schemes.
1) SLLA-resistant
2) addressless scheme
3) address encryption
4) one-time address
B. Transport Layer (Layer-0)
1) Pseudonymity: In cryptocurrencies, generally speaking,
transport address (= IP address) is an identifier only from

which it is not easy to calculate PII of coin sender or recipient.
However, since each transport address is not a random value
(actually it usually includes physical or virtual segment information), it can provide a fatal geographical or ISP information
that helps to de-anonymize the coin sender or recipient.
Moreover, an IP address once assigned to an active user
would not be changed even if it is managed using DHCP,
which results in being kept away from one-timeness. The
longer the assignment period, the higher the probability of
inducing de-anonymization of the sender or recipient by the
medium of their IP addresses.
2) Unlinkability: The unlinkability of the transport layer
can be considered from each of Layer-0 or Layer-1 information
perspective.
From the Layer-0 information perspective, since miners recognize a transaction as an opaque message, only transactionto-transaction unlinkability is concerned. However, it is easy
for the miners to associate two or more transactions of the
same sender by the medium of their transport address.
From the Layer-1 information perspective, we will define
a linkability attack model by the medium of transport layer
information.
Definition 11: Transport Layer Linkability Attack (TLLA):
An attacker, among transaction relay nodes including
blockchain miners, tries to obtain any unknown information
about a victim, who sends a transaction to a shared ledger
or sends a message to someone for any other purpose, to
link with the information they already have by the medium
of transport layer information, e.g., IP address. Note that the
information that can be retrieved from the ledger is included
in the attacker’s initial knowledge.
In most cryptocurrencies, including Bitcoin [1], miners are
entrusted with verifying transactions sent by the users. If a
miner in a cryptocurrency can see transaction details, however,
they can link the transaction details with an IP address of the
sender unless an anonymous messaging protocol is used. If
the IP address is already associated with the sender’s PII by
the miner, the miner can link the transaction details with the
PII by the medium of the IP address. That is, attackers using
TLLA can easily achieve the linkability of transaction details
and sometimes de-anonymize the transaction sender by the
medium of IP address (cf. Figure 5).
In Zerocash [15] and Mimblewimble [28], since all the
information in each transaction, including the sender’s address, is encrypted, the miners cannot obtain any unknown
information about the sender from the transaction information.
However, since the sender sends their transactions to the miner
using their transport address, the miner can link two or more
encrypted transactions by the medium of the transport address.
In the case of CryptoNote [13], since encrypted information
in a transaction is only stealth address, the miner can also link
other transaction information, e.g., the amount of each coin,
by the medium of the transport address.
Moreover, in the case of Mimblewimble, a sender of a coin
has to send a commitment with their secrets r and v to a
recipient using their transport address. Therefore, the sender
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can link two or more coins sent to the same recipient by the
medium of recipient’s transport address, and vice versa.
In the end, in anonymous cryptocurrencies, both from the
perspective of Layer-0 and Layer-1 information, for us to prevent the linkability, transport addresses have to be anonymized
using anonymization techniques in the transport layer such as
Tor [29], DC-Nets [30], etc.
3) Anonymity: In most anonymous cryptocurrencies, since
coin senders send the transactions to the miners, miners
know their transport addresses. (Mimblewimble is the only
exception in which coin recipients send the transactions to the
miners.) Moreover, if a miner could share some association
information between someone’s transport address and PIIs for
some reason, they would directly de-anonymize them. For
example, they can link activities of sending coins with the
sender’s PII by the medium of the transport address, e.g.,
whether the sender sends a particular transaction or not, or
when the sender sends the transaction. Although direct deanonymization can be protected so long as linkability brokers
of transport addresses are trusted and resistant to cyber-attacks,
conventional cybersecurity techniques do not necessarily work
so much as expected.
On the other hand, indirect de-anonymization from both
the information perspective of Layer-0 can be considered in
the same way as the indirect de-anonymization in Layer1, because indirect de-anonymization does not use transport
addresses as mediums. Indirect de-anonymization can also be
protected so long as all the information in each transaction is
encrypted. However, this depends on the privacy-enhancing
techniques for anonymous cryptocurrencies, as shown in
IV-B2.
C. Secret-Sharing Layer (Layer-2)
1) Trustless Security Model: In the case of anonymous
messaging protocols [9], the anonymity is evaluated under
the trust established between a sender and a recipient, as
Pfitzmann states, “we assume that the attacker is not able to
get information on the sender or recipient from the message
content,” in which each user (e.g., a recipient) does not
recognize their counterparty (e.g., a sender) as an attacker.

However, since anonymous cryptocurrencies are developed
based on blockchain technologies, the anonymity in anonymous cryptocurrencies is expected to be evaluated under
the trustless security model. In a transaction of anonymous
cryptocurrencies, each recipient does not necessarily trust even
the sender.
2) Pseudonymity: In Layer-2 of each anonymous cryptocurrency, since the same address scheme is used as in Layer1, we will not consider pseudonymity again here.
3) Unlinkability: The linkability attack models let us
clearly understand the behavior of each user from the viewpoint of achieving anonymity. Since anonymous cryptocurrencies are typically based on trustless security models, any
counterparty of transactions can be malicious. Therefore, we
will propose linkability attack models in Layer-2, in which
even a counterparty of a sender or recipient of each coin is an
attacker that might link any IOI and sometimes de-anonymize
the victim.
Note that, in these attack models, there is a possibility
that the attacker has already known victim’s PII to some
extent, e.g., they have already de-anonymized some amount of
pseudonyms by colluding with a linkability broker, or they are
an online store and already know the victim’s email address.
Therefore, any information obtained from the attacks can be
instantly linked to the victim’s PII. That is the reason why we
are focusing on the attack models in Layer-2.
We will here define an attack model in which a recipient of
coins is an attacker, and a sender of the coins is a victim.
Definition 12: Receiving Chosen-Coin Linkability Attack
(RCCLA):
An attacker tries to obtain any unknown information about
a victim from coins sent from the victim to link with the
information they already have on condition that the attacker
can receive coins with any parameter from the victim. Note
that the information that can be retrieved from the ledger is
included in the attacker’s initial knowledge.
In most cases, the online store is a recipient side that
exchanges anonymous cryptocurrency with their product or
service. Therefore, most online stores can potentially be attackers using RCCLA, and RCCLA is the most crucial attack
model in the real world.
However, RCCLA is relatively challenging for the attacker
because the coins can be sent to them only if the victim agrees
to send them. And then, RCCLA can be prevented by any
appropriate trust establishment techniques.
We will next define an attack model in which a sender of
coins is an attacker, and a recipient of the coins is a victim.
Definition 13: Sending Chosen-Coin Linkability Attack
(SCCLA):
An attacker tries to obtain any unknown information about
a victim from coins sent from the victim to link with the
information they already have on condition that the attacker
can send coins with any parameter to the victim. Note that the
information that can be retrieved from the ledger is included
in the attacker’s initial knowledge.

Cryptocurrency information

Year
Bitcoin
CoinJoin
Coinshuffle
Zerocoin
Zerocash
CryptoNote
Mimblewimble

2008
2013
2014
2013
2014
2013
2016

Basic features
Decentralization
33
7
33
3(trusted setup)
3(trusted setup)
33
33

Privacy evaluation
Ledger layer (Layer-1)
Pseudonymity
Privacy enhancing schemes
Secret-share Addressless
7
7
7
7
7
7
33
33
33
7
33
7
33
33

Privacy evaluation
Transport layer (Layer-0)
Pseudonymity

Bitcoin
CoinJoin
Coinshuffle
Zerocoin
Zerocash
CryptoNote
Mimblewimble

Randomness
3(IP addr)
3(IP addr)
3(IP addr)
3(IP addr)
3(IP addr)
3(IP addr)
3(IP addr)

One-timeness
3(IP addr)
3(IP addr)
3(IP addr)
3(IP addr)
3(IP addr)
3(IP addr)
3(IP addr)

Unlinkability
Layer-0
Tran-to-tran
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

Addr encrypt
7
7
7
33
33
-

TLLA-resist.
Coin-to-coin
7
3(prob.)
3(prob.)
33
33
3(prob.)
7

Value encrypt
7
7
7
7
33
33(Ring CT)
33

Randomness
33
33
33
33
33
-

Anonymity
Direct de-anon. resistance
Sender anon. Recip. anon.
7
33
7
33
7
33
7
33
7
33
7
33
33
7

One-timeness
7
7
33
7
33
-

Unlinkability
SLLA-resist.
Coin-to-coin
7
3(prob.)
3(prob.)
33
33
3(prob.)
7

Secret-sharing layer (Layer-2)
Unlinkability
RCCLA-resist.
Sent coin Value of coin
Time of coin
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33

Coin-to-value
7
7
7
7
33
33(Ring CT)
33

SCCLA-resist.
Consumed coin
33
33
3
7

Coin-to-time
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

Anonymity
Direct de-anon. resistance
Sender anon.
Recip. anon.
33(pseudonym)
33(pseudonym)
33(pseudonym)
33(pseudonym)
33(pseudonym)
33(pseudonym)
33(addressless)
33(addressless)
33(pseudonym)
33(pseudonym)
33(pseudonym)
33(pseudonym)
33(addressless)
33(addressless)

Indirect de-anon. resistance
7(SLLA-unresist.)
3(SLLA-prob.-resist.)
33(SLLA-prob.-resist., one-time address)
33(SLLA-resist., addressless)
33(SLLA-resist., address encryption)
33(SLLA-prob.-resist., one-time address)
33(SLLA-unresist., addressless)

Anonymity
Indirect de-anon. resistance
Value of coin
33
33
33(Ring CT)
33

Time of coin
33
33
3
7

33(SLLA-resist., addressless, SCCLA-resist.)
33(SLLA-resist., address encryption, SCCLA-resist.)
3(SLLA-prob.-resist., one-time address, SCCLA-prob.-resist.)
3(SLLA-unresist., addressless, SCCLA-unresist.)

TABLE I
P RIVACY E VALUATION R ESULTS OF A NONYMOUS C RYPTOCURRENCIES

Attacker (Sender)

Victim (Wallet)

Third Party

transaction.

Coins, etc.

Coins, etc.
Collusion

Fig. 6. SCCLA collusion

SCCLA is successful only if the victim outputs some
amount of information from their wallets, i.e., the victim sends
coins to other users. Collusion between the attacker and a third
party to which the victim sends coins makes the success rate
of the attack higher (Figure 6).
In the real world, the users in anonymous cryptocurrencies who dedicate themselves to sending coins are unusual.
However, SCCLA is relatively easy for an attacker to succeed
because the coins can be sent only by the decision of the
attacker, and the recipients cannot refuse it in most anonymous
cryptocurrencies. Moreover, the victims cannot financially
suffer from receiving the coins.
RCCLA-resistance and SCCLA-resistance of each cryptocurrency is scrutinized in Appendix A.
4) Anonymity: Direct de-anonymization can be protected so
long as linkability brokers of transport addresses are resistant
to cyber-attacks. However, since linkability brokers are usually
TTPs, it depends on conventional cybersecurity techniques
employed by them.
Indirect de-anonymization can also be protected so long as
all the information in each transaction is encrypted. However,
this depends on the privacy-enhancing techniques for anonymous cryptocurrencies, as shown in IV-B2. Therefore, the
risk of de-anonymization also depends on privacy-enhancing
techniques.
In both cases, once a coin sender or recipient is deanonymized, their damaged PII depends on unlinkability of
the anonymous cryptocurrency. For example, even in Zerocash,
a miner can link two or more encrypted transactions by the
medium of a transport address. Therefore, if the miner has
already de-anonymized the sender for some reason, they can
link activities of sending coins with the sender’s PII by the
medium of the transport address, e.g., whether the sender sends
a particular transaction or not, or when the sender sends the

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we first proposed an architecture model for
anonymous cryptocurrency with three layers. Next, we studied
the definitions of fundamental privacy properties (Pfitzmann’s
anonymity, unlinkability, and pseudonymity), and comprehensively analyzed each privacy property for each architecture
layer in anonymous cryptocurrencies that we defined in this
paper. In this analysis, we proposed four linkability attack
models (SLLA, TLLA, RCCLA, SCCLA), with which we
cover most of the privacy vulnerabilities in anonymous cryptocurrencies.
Table I is our privacy evaluation results of Bitcoin and
six representative anonymous cryptocurrencies proposed so
far (CoinJoin, Coinshuffle, Zerocoin, Zerocash, CryptoNote,
Mimblewimble).
First, we reconfirmed that most of the representative anonymous cryptocurrencies achieve higher sender and recipient
anonymity than Bitcoin, due to their anonymization schemes
(Layer-1 anonymity). Although allowing attackers to construct
the transaction graph is one of the Mimblewimble’s shortcomings as shown in [31], that does not instantly result in deanonymization of each user. The reason is that its characteristic
of strong anonymity (unnecessity of using addresses) cancels
the linkability problem.
Second, we reconfirmed that most of the anonymous cryptocurrencies evaluated in this paper have a common issue
regarding the TLLA-resistance (Layer-0 unlinkability). Since a
coin sender has to send a transaction message to a miner using
their transport address, a miner can associate the transaction
information to the transport address. Therefore, anonymization
schemes in Layer-0 are required for each anonymous cryptocurrency.
Finally, we found that the unlinkability scheme in Zerocoin
and Zerocash is most sophisticated in anonymous cryptocurrencies evaluated in this paper because a coin sender cannot
calculate the serial number of the coin, which will be later used
when the coin recipient consumes; therefore, the attacker in
SCCLA cannot track the coin consumption by the recipient
(Layer-2 unlinkability).
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A PPENDIX A
U NLINKABILITY E VALUATION USING P ROPOSED ATTACK
M ODELS
In this appendix, we scrutinize SLLA-resistance,
RCCLA-resistance, and SCCLA-resistance of three leading
cryptography-based anonymous cryptocurrencies (Zerocash
[15], CryptoNote [13], and Mimblewimble [28]) to show how
to apply each linkability attack model we proposed in this
paper.
A. Zerocash
1) Anonymization Scheme: In Zerocash [15], all coins
are encrypted in the shared ledger. The seemingly unrelated
two identifiers, a coin commitment cm and a serial number
sn (Figure 7), are used to identify each coin produced by
the previous transaction sender. A transaction sender uses
cm(cmnew ) as an identifier of the coin (called cnew from the
viewpoint of the transaction sender), while the corresponding
recipient uses sn(snold ) as another identifier of the same
coin (called cold from the viewpoint of transaction recipient).
Consequently, this makes it difficult for most Zerocash users,
including even the sender of cnew , to link the two identifiers of
the same coin recorded in the shared ledger (only the recipient
of cold can link those).
However, people cannot use it in that shape because the
recipient cannot verify whether the coins sent from the sender
is valid (i.e., the shared secrets sent from the sender are wellformed). Therefore, the sender also includes a zero-knowledge
proof πpour in each transaction to prove that the identifiers and
the secret parameters of each coin are consistent.

victim, we assume that the attacker can make the recipient
send coins with maliciously induced parameters as needed.

Fig. 7. Zerocash Coin Structure (This figure is cited from [15])

•

•

•

•

•

•

cmold is properly calculated from the secret information
of the coin cold held by the sender (note that cmold is
also secret information to the sender.)
cmnew is properly calculated from the secret information
of the coin cnew produced and sent to the recipient by
the sender.
The public key apk used as an address when the
sender has received cmold is properly generated from the
sender’s secret key ask (the proof of the proper recipient
apk of cmold ).
snold is properly calculated from the secret information
of the coin cold held by the sender and the sender’s secret
key ask .
The secret information cmold is included in the cm list
recorded in the shared ledger (the proof of the fact that
cmold had already existed when the sender received the
coin cold ).
The total amount of old coins (v1old +v2old +...) included in
the transaction input is equal to the total amount of new
coins (v1new +v2new +...) included in the transaction output
(note that amount of each coin is secret information).

Preventing double-spending of the coin cold does not need to
be proved using zero-knowledge proofs. Verifying that snold
has not yet appeared in each of the transaction inputs recorded
in the shared ledger is sufficient.
2) SLLA-Resistance: In Zerocash, cm and sn are the only
values recorded in the shared ledger. Since cm is generated
by a commitment scheme and sn is a returned value by a
pseudo-random function, all those values are recognized as
random by any third party, and it is difficult for them to link
any two values recorded in the shared ledger.
Therefore, Zerocash is SLLA-resistant.
3) RCCLA-Resistance: When a sender apk (a victim in
RCCLA) sends a new coin cnew to a recipient bpk (an attacker
in RCCLA) through a transaction txnew , the sender discloses
to the recipient the serial number snold of the consumed coin
cold and the shared parameters of the sent coin cnew , e.g., bpk ,
v new , ρnew , rnew , snew , and cmnew .
The following is our logical verification on whether the
recipient bpk of the coin cnew can obtain any unknown
information about the sender apk by the medium of each
of the shared parameters of the coin cnew . Note that since
RCCLA is an attack model under the condition that the
attacker can receive coins with any parameter from the

1) Serial Number: snold
Since the recipient needs the secret key zsk of the sender
zpk of the coin cold in addition to the parameters of the
coin cold to calculate the coin commitment cmold , the
recipient cannot link snold with cmold .
Next, the serial number snold cannot appear in any other
transactions than txnew , because the secondary use of
the serial number is regarded as double-spending.
Therefore, the attacker bpk cannot obtain any unknown
information about the sender apk by the medium of the
serial number snold .
2) Recipient’s Address: bpk
The recipient’s address bpk is their address of the attacker.
Therefore, the attacker bpk cannot obtain any unknown
information about the sender apk by the medium of the
recipient’s address bpk .
3) Amount of Coin: v new
Since the new coins (cnew
) are always produced by the
i
sender apk every time the old coins (cold
i ) are consumed,
where the old coins (cold
)
are
merged
or split into the
i
old
new coins (cnew
),
the
same
amount
v
of one of the
i
old coins (cold
)
is
not
used
as
an
amount
v new of one
i
new
of the new coins (ci ) unless the sender intentionally
reuses it.
Therefore, the attacker bpk cannot obtain any unknown
information about the sender apk by the medium of the
amount of coin v new .
4) Random Parameters: ρnew , rnew , and snew
Since a new coin cnew is always produced by the sender
apk every time the old coin cold is consumed, the same
random parameters ρold , rold , and sold of the old coin
cold are not used as random parameters ρnew , rnew ,
and snew of the new coins cnew unless the sender
intentionally reuses it.
Therefore, the attacker bpk cannot obtain any unknown
information about the sender apk by the medium of the
random parameters ρnew , rnew , and snew .
5) Coin Commitment: cmnew
The recipient bpk can calculate the serial number snnew
of the coin cnew using their secret key bsk , identify the
corresponding coin commitment cmnew in a transaction
txnew on the shared ledger, and hence link snnew with
cmnew and snold . However, the recipient cannot link
cmnew and snold with anymore.
Next, the coin commitment cmnew cannot appear in
any other transactions than txnew , because CMList is
not allowed to include the same two or more coin
commitments at the same time.
Therefore, the attacker bpk cannot obtain any unknown
information about the sender apk by the medium of the
coin commitment cmnew .

In the end, the attacker bpk in RCCLA cannot obtain any
unknown information about a victim apk from the coins sent
from the victim to link with the information they already have.
Therefore, Zerocash is RCCLA-resistant.
4) SCCLA-Resistance: When a sender apk (an attacker
in SCCLA) sends a cnew to a recipient bpk (a victim in
SCCLA) through a transaction txnew , the sender discloses to
the recipient the snold of the consumed cold and the shared
parameters of the sent cnew , e.g., bpk , v new , ρnew , rnew , snew ,
and cmnew .
The following is our logical verification on whether the
sender apk of cnew can obtain any unknown information
about the recipient bpk from the cnext sent to a colluder
cpk by the recipient by the medium of each of the shared
parameters of cnew . Note that since SCCLA is an attack
model under the condition that the attacker can send coins
with any parameter to the victim, we assume that the attacker
can send coins with maliciously manipulated parameters as
needed.
1) Serial Number: snold
The recipient bpk does not use the serial number snold
to consume the coin cnew . Furthermore, since even the
sender cannot calculate the serial number snnew of the
sent coin cnew because anyone who wants to calculate
snnew needs the secret key bsk of the recipient bpk , the
sender cannot link snold and snnew .
Therefore, the attacker apk cannot obtain any unknown
information about the recipient bpk by the medium of
the serial number snold and snnew .
2) Recipient’s Address: bpk
Since the recipient is not explicitly notified of any
address in the Zerocash protocol, the recipient’s address bpk is not transmitted to any third party (who
may collude with the sender) cpk unless the recipient
intentionally notifies the third party of its address outside
the protocol.
Therefore, the recipient’s address bpk is not spread to
anyone, and the attacker apk cannot obtain any unknown
information about the recipient bpk by the medium of the
recipient’s address bpk .
3) Amount of Coin: v new
The sender apk can set an amount of a coin v new to
any intentional value, e.g., 0.07007007ZEC, to track
the recipient’s behavior. However, since the next coins
(cnext
) are always produced by the recipient bpk every
i
time the new coins (cnew
) are consumed, where the new
i
coins (cnew
) are merged or split into the next coins
i
(cnext
), the same amount v new of one of the new coins
i
new
(ci ) is not used as an amount v next of one of the next
coins (cnext
) unless the recipient intentionally reuses it.
i
Therefore, the amount of coin v new is not spread to
anyone other than the recipient bpk , and the attacker
apk cannot obtain any unknown information about the
recipient bpk by the medium of the amount of coin v new .

4) Random Parameters: ρnew , rnew , and snew
Since a next coin cnext is always produced by the
recipient bpk every time the new coin cnew is consumed,
the same random parameters ρnew , rnew , and snew of
the new coin cnew are not used as random parameters
ρnext , rnext , and snext of the next coins cnext unless
the recipient intentionally reuses it.
Therefore, the random parameters ρnew , rnew , and snew
are not spread to anyone other than the recipient bpk , and
the attacker apk cannot obtain any unknown information
about the recipient bpk by the medium of the random
parameters ρnew , rnew , and snew .
5) Coin Commitment: cmnew
Since the coin commitment cmnext that the recipient bpk
will produce is calculated from the random parameters
ρnext , rnext , and snext , etc., cmnext cannot be the same
value as cmnew .
Therefore, the coin commitment cmnew is not spread
to anyone other than the recipient bpk , and the attacker
apk cannot obtain any unknown information about the
recipient bpk by the medium of the coin commitment
cmnew .
In the end, the attacker apk in SCCLA and their colluder
cpk cannot obtain any unknown information about a victim bpk
from the coins sent to the victim to link with the information
they already have.
Therefore, Zerocash is SCCLA-resistant.
B. CryptoNote
1) Anonymization Scheme: CryptoNote [13], which is
mainly designed based on Bitcoin, enhances its anonymity
using schemes named stealth address and one-time ring signature.
In CryptoNote, the transaction sender first provides a onetime randomized recipient address (stealth address) generated
from a one-time random value r sampled by the sender and
a pair of public keys (A, B) generated by the recipient.
Therefore, the recipient’s stealth address varies every time,
even if the sender sends two or more transactions to the
same recipient, thus making CryptoNote achieve recipient
anonymity.
However, the stealth address scheme is not sufficient because it still allows de-anonymizing attackers to construct
a transaction graph and analyze it. Therefore, CryptoNote
provides another anonymization scheme (one-time ring signature), where the signer who consumes each coin bundles
their public key and (n − 1) other user’s dummy public
keys to generate a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof that
suggests that the coin is signed (or consumed) by the secret
key corresponding to one of the bundled public keys (although
which key pair is used is not disclosed). Due to this scheme,
the de-anonymization attack using the transaction graph is
challenging in CryptoNote. However, the success rate of the
de-anonymization attack cannot be reduced to below 1/n
(n is the number of bundled public keys). The degree of
sender anonymity depends on n. Note that the one-time ring

signature scheme has almost the same effect as Bitcoin’s
mixing techniques [27] [32].
Whether a sender uses a different stealth address (i.e., different r) for each transaction depends on the sender. However,
the verifying algorithm of double-spending in one-time ring
signature does not allow the recipient to consume both coins
signed with the same stealth address.
Note that the amount of coin in CryptoNote has already
been encrypted by the method named Ring Confidential Transactions (Ring CT) [33].
2) SLLA-Resistance: In the case of CryptoNote, transactions, coins (UTXOs), a sender of each coin, and a recipient of
each coin are entirely disclosed to an unspecified large number
of users on a shared ledger.
However, since each address of the coin recipients and
thus senders is randomized by stealth address, any two coins
are unlinkable by the medium of the sender’s nor recipient’s
address, which means that the coins achieve sender and
recipient anonymity (III-C).
On the other hand, although one-time ring signature scrambles the signer who consumes the coin, linking the received
coin with a sent coin is possible (success rate is 1/n).
Therefore, the attackers of SLLA can construct a probabilistic
transaction graph.
Therefore, CryptoNote is not SLLA-resistant (but weakly
SLLA-resistant).
3) RCCLA-Resistance: When a sender apk (a victim in
RCCLA) sends a new coin cnew to a recipient bpk (an attacker
in RCCLA) through a transaction txnew , the sender discloses
to the recipient the destination key P , the amount of coin
v new , and the tx public key R.
The following is our logical verification whether the
recipient bpk of the coin cnew can obtain any unknown
information about the sender apk by the medium of each of
the shared parameters of the coin cnew .
1) Destination Key: P
The destination key P of the coin cnew is a stealth
address of the recipient bpk . Since the stealth address is
exclusively generated for each coin, the recipient cannot
find it in any other coins.
Therefore, the attacker bpk cannot obtain any unknown
information about the sender apk by the medium of the
destination key P .
2) Amount of Coin: v new
Since the new coins cnew
are always produced by the
i
sender apk every time the old coins cold
are consumed,
i
where the old coins cold
are merged or split into the
i
new coins cnew
, the same amount v old of one of the old
i
old
coins ci is not used as an amount v new of one of the
new coins cnew
unless the sender intentionally reuses it.
i
Therefore, the attacker bpk cannot obtain any unknown
information about the sender apk by the medium of the
amount of coin v new .
3) Tx Public Key: R
The tx public key R of the transaction txnew is a corre-

sponding public key to the one-time random value r. If
using the same r in different transactions is prohibited,
the recipient cannot find it in any other transaction.
Therefore, the attacker bpk cannot obtain any unknown
information about the sender apk by the medium of the
tx public key R.
In the end, the attacker bpk in RCCLA cannot obtain any
unknown information about a victim apk from the coins sent
from the victim to link with the information they already have.
Therefore, CryptoNote is RCCLA-resistant.
C. Mimblewimble
1) Anonymization Scheme: In Mimblewimble [28], the
amount of each coin v is hidden in Pedersen commitment
[34], p = rG + vH, which is used as a token of a coin.
If someone wants to send the coins to another, the sender
sends the commitments with their secrets ri and vi to the
recipient, the recipient constructs a transaction named Confidential Transactions [35], including the sent old commitments
and the new commitments that the recipient newly creates
at that moment. The recipient sends the transaction to the
shared ledger. In Mimblewimble, only the recipient of the
old commitments consumes the coins because they know the
secrets of the old commitments. Thus, they can construct a
transaction of Confidential Transactions, in which the sum of
all the commitments is zero.
Although the sender still knows the secrets of the old
commitments, they cannot consume the old coins after the
recipient sends the transaction to the shared ledger because
the miners do not allow anyone to double-spend. On the
other hand, since only the recipient knows the secrets of the
new commitments, the new coins cannot be consumed by
anyone else. Additionally, in the transaction of Confidential
Transactions, the total amount of new coins is made to equal
the total amount of the old coins. Therefore, the ownership of
the coins is correctly and safely transferred from the sender
to the recipient.
In summary, the possession of a coin is determined by
holding the secrets of the commitment, and the transfer of the
coin is achieved by sending the secrets of the commitment.
Therefore, address information for identifying the users is not
required; thus, it is not included in each coin in Mimblewimble. That is, we do not have to anonymize the address in
Mimblewimble.
2) SLLA-Resistance: In the case of Mimblewimble, the
transactions of Confidential Transactions, including the Pedersen commitments, are disclosed to an unspecified large number
of users on a shared ledger.
Since the amount of each coin is hidden in a commitment
and each address of the coin senders and recipients is not
included in the coin, any two coins are unlinkable by the
medium of sender’s address or recipient’s address, which
means that the coins achieve sender and recipient anonymity
(III-C). Having no address brings substantial unlinkability by
the medium of any address, avoiding de-anonymization of
anyone.

However, since the identifier of the sent coin and that of the
received coin is the same, anyone can construct the transaction
graph.
Therefore, Mimblewimble is not SLLA-resistant.
3) RCCLA-Resistance: When a sender apk (a victim in
RCCLA) sends an old coin cold to a recipient bpk (an attacker
in RCCLA), the sender discloses the old commitments with
their secrets r and v to the recipient.
However, since the recipient just consumes the old commitments, the recipient is no longer interested in the commitment.
Although the recipient can still construct the transaction graph,
they cannot obtain unknown information more than an attacker
in SLLA about a victim apk knows from the coins sent from
the victim to link with the information they already have.
Therefore, Mimblewimble is RCCLA-resistant.
4) SCCLA-Resistance: When a sender apk (an attacker in
SCCLA) sends an old coin cold to a recipient bpk (a victim in
SCCLA), the sender discloses the old commitments with their
secrets r and v to the recipient.
Since the sender can track the new coin cnew by the medium
of the old commitments, they will be able to know when the
new coin will be consumed.
In the end, the attacker apk in SCCLA can obtain some
unknown information about a victim bpk by the medium of
the coins sent to the victim to link with the information they
already have.
Therefore, Mimblewimble is not SCCLA-resistant.

